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DOL Legal Opinion
Editor’s Note: On July 23, 2014, a FALI member
contacted Tallahassee Division of Licensing for the
purpose of ascertaining if an opinion previously given
in 1994, being over twenty (20) years old, is still being
used currently to determine; independent contractor,
subcontractor, or employee status. Tallahassee
advised that it is still being used and below is opinion.
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Share Your News &
Announcements with FALI
Send to Editor@fali.org
See Editorial Column Pg.24 and Read
Submission Guidelines Pg. 2

QUESTION: How can one determine if a person
is an independent contractor, subcontractor, or
employee?
RESPONSE: Since the term “employer-employee
relationship” is not defined in Chapter493,
Florida Statutes, a determination of who is an
“employee” must be made one case-by-case
basis.
The following are the most important factors to
consider:



Whether there is direction and control over
the employee and the extent of control

Florida Association of
Licensed Investigators (FALI)
Post Office Box 2896
Dunedin, FL 34697
Visit us www.FALI.org

The most decisive element in determining
whether an employer-employee relationship
exists is the power to control. The exercise of
control over an individual and his work
performance, to the extent of prescribing the

manner in which the desired result is to be
accomplished, distinguishes an employee from
an independent contractor. An employee must
comply with instructions about when, where,
and how to work. Even if no instructions are
given, the control factor is present if the
employer has the right to control how work
results are achieved. Whether the employer has
the power to fire the employee without risk of a
law suit
An employer can fire an employee without
incurring liability. The power to fire without risk
of law suit for breach of contract is inconsistent
with the concept of an independent contractor.
An independent contractor cannot be fired if he
meets the specifications of the contract.



The manner of payment for services

An employee is paid by the hour, week or
month. An independent contractor is usually
paid by the job, on straight commission, or for a
predetermined period of time.



The manner of employee selection

An employee is generally selected through an
(Continued on page 6)

Call for Articles
The FALI Forum Publication Committee is seeking articles for one of our upcoming issues of the FALI Forum. We invite
Private Investigators and support staff with experience in the following areas to submit an article; arson, asset checks, civil
investigations, criminal defense, due diligence, fraud, information brokers, missing persons, product liability, skip trace,
surveillance, workers compensation or any topic that may be of interest to your colleagues.
We publish an electronic edition of the FALI Forum every other month (bi-monthly). Please follow the editorial guidelines below
for FALI Forum submissions. These guidelines are designed to help you, the writer, understand what we accept and don’t
accept for inclusion in our article database.
Our GOAL is to provide a professional publication designed to convey the latest news of interest to FALI members and private
investigators. The FALI Editor reserves the right to refuse publication of any submission, at any time.

Editorial Guidelines for Submitting to the FALI Forum
a. MUST BE AN ORIGINAL ARTICLE THAT YOU WROTE. If you are submitting the article, lease submit the article as the
original author, i.e. meaning that you wrote 100% of the copy. We accept reprints with express author authorization.
b. MUST BE INFORMATIVE and share your unique expertise. Include tips, strategies, techniques, case-studies, analysis,
opinions and commentary in your article. Please make notable quotes separating facts and opinions as to not confuse the
reader. We do not accept articles that contain more than 5-lines of quoted or sourced material. Advertorials are not acceptable
c. MUST BE TIGHTLY WRITTEN articles; 750 to 1,500 words for feature articles; shorter articles of 350-750 words are great
for “filler space” and your Editor loves these types of submissions; and 120-300 words for news, press releases, etc.
d. AREA DIRECTORS—The FALI Forum is a great place for Area Directors to announce and recap the activities and/or
comments from your local area. Please remember to include location, speaker, topic and other news from your area.
e. OUR DEADLINE is the 10th of each month prior to issue, 15th is final deadline. Send your articles to: editor@fali.com
f. ISSUE SCHEDULE: Aug/Sept “Legislative/Back to School Issue” (Due July 10); Oct/Nov “General Issue” (Due Sept 10);
Dec/Jan “Holiday Issue” (Due Nov 10); Feb/Mar “FALI Business Issue” (Due Jan 10); Apr/May “Pre -Conference Issue” (Due
Mar 10); June/July “Post-Conference Issue” (Due May 10). (All topics are subject to change at any time without notice.)

Dos

Don’ts










● Don’t wait until last minute, Submit early!
● Don’t criticize
● Don’t write pep talks/personal messages
● Don’t write an over complicated article
● Don’t format using bold, italics
● Don’t send article in flatten scanned format
● Don’t get discouraged, try a brief article first
● Don’t forget to use spellcheck!

Do submit your article in a timely manner
Write about what you know and current issues
Format in single space lined, double between paragraphs
Use your spell checker & word count before you submit article
Submit name, contact info, brief bio of author or special code
Articles in Word document or PDF editable format preferred
If you have a photo, please submit a headshot only or related pic
Use simple grammar and, again spell check!

FALI will not publish hateful, harmful or defamatory content and reserves the right to refuse any material for publication. W e encourage submissions to
include a contact phone number, email address and a photo. FALI reserves the right to distribute material published via email , databases and to publish the
views of those who might disagree with you. FALI reserves the right to edit and correct submissions for factual accuracy and/or readability as required.

FALI 2014 Editorial Guidelines

updated 7.29.14
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FALI
Board
&
Committee
News:

Tim O’Rourke, CPS
president

ELECTION COMMITTEE:
See new Board of Directors
information on page 15. If
you would like to volunteer
and are seeking information
how else

you can get

involved in FALI, please
contact FALI President.

CONFERENCE: The 21st
Annual FALI Conference
will be held in May 2015 at

This past week I had the privilege of being one of the speakers at the Alabama Private
Investigation Association (APIA) conference in Montgomery. While there, I had discussions
with APIA President Jim Casteel, regarding a collaborative agreement for reciprocity between
our two states.
Florida has reciprocity agreements in place with seven other states including Georgia.
Alabama recently joined the list of state that require licensing. As such, and since Alabama
borders Florida, Jim and I felt that we should work on this agreement for our members.

the Hilton in Cocoa Beach,

The purpose of the reciprocity agreements are to facilitate the investigative process between
States. As an example, an investigator initiating a case in one of the reciprocity states can
now follow the case across state lines into the other reciprocity states without having to
obtain a license in those states. The current agreement reads:

FL. Check online for info.

LEGISLATIVE: Stay Up to
Date

online

or

by

contacting our Legislative
Committee

Chairperson,

Burt Hodge.

MEMBERSHIP:
members

can

FALI
review

Provisions of the Reciprocity Agreements
An investigator may conduct business outside his or her home state only under the circumstances
indicated below.
• The investigation must be initiated in the investigator's home state.
• The investigator may spend no more than 30 days Per Case while conducting an
investigation in another state. (Note: the exception below is Tennessee which allows 15 days Per Case!)
• The investigator is prohibited from soliciting business while in another state, and from
establishing a business or setting up residence while conducting an investigation in that state.
List of Reciprocity States
The following states have mutually agreed to recognize the right of private investigators to conduct
interstate business:

membership details online,

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

24/7. Visit FALI.org

PUBLICATION: The Editor
is now seeking talented
individuals to write book,

California
Georgia
Louisiana
North Carolina
Oklahoma
Tennessee*
Virginia

This agreement may take a couple years to obtain but I look forward to the work to secure
this agreement for our membership.

software and app reviews,
conduct case studies, send
in relevant news and info.

As always we will keep you posted on all initiatives that impact our membership. I hope to
see many of you at an upcoming FALI event.
~ Tim
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Jack Belich, FCI
vice president

Tim O’Rourke
President
T: (727) 463-3515
E: president@fali.org

John P “Jack” Belich
Vice President
T: (877) 724-9253
E: jbelich@jbelich.com

The 2014 versions of the FALI U and the FALI Boot Camp have come and gone. Both
educational programs drew standing room only crowds and reaction from the
members who attended have all been very positive. Over and over again I heard
"this was the best".

Terry Roffler
Secretary
T: (813) 892-5966
E: roffler@att.net

Heather Fredericks-Donnellan
We saw many new faces at both events--with experienced investigators being the
primary target at FALI U and newly licensed investigators in attendance at the FALI
Boot Camp. Outstanding attendance causes us to consider putting on another
round of seminars prior to our next FALI Educational Conference. And while we
mull over that proposal, you, our FALI members, need to take notice of the 2015
dates for another long weekend of educational benefits.

Treasurer
T: (863) 603-7843
E: usarecoveryinc@hotmail.com

FALI Area Directors (Pg. 23)
Tampa Bay: Wayne Taylor
Orlando: Ollie W. Phipps
Jacksonville: Kimberly Campbell

The 2015 FALI 21st Annual Southeastern Professional Development Conference will
be held at the Cocoa Beach Hilton Oceanfront May 7-9. Mark your calenders now
and plan on attending. It will be the best money you ever spent for a professional
conference--I promise. Don't get left out !

Tallahassee: Ric Field

That's it from the Vice President's chair. I encourage every FALI member or
prospective member to attend your area and regional meetings. There is a lot of
knowledge out there and when you mix the education with networking
opportunities, you simply can't go wrong.

FALI Committee Chairpersons:

Regards,

Additional Committees/Support:
Administrative Support Amy O’Rourke
Membership Committee: ALL MEMBERS
Publication Committee: Kathryn McMillan
Vendor / Advertising: Tim O’Rourke

Jack Belich, FCI

Broward/Dade: Michael Cole
Palm Beach: Alan Moffatt
Fort Myers/Southwest: Walt Zalisko

Advisory Committee: All Past Presidents
Conference Committee: Tim O’Rourke
Elections Committee: Jack Belich
Legislative Committee: Burt Hodge
Scholarship Committee: Scott Kamp

FALI Vice President
URL:

fali.org or fali.com
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(Continued from page 1)

application process while an independent contractor is not. In
addition, if an employer-employee relationship exists, the employer
usually supplies the contract which dictates the requirements of the
position. In contrast, an independent contractor generally provides
the contract.



Whether the employee is covered under the terms of the
employer’s general liability insurance policy

It is the Legislature’s intent that all individuals regulated under
Chapter 493.6110, Florida Statutes, Thus, each licensee must own or
be employed by a licensed agency. However, the fact that an
employee is covered under an agency’s general liability insurance
policy does not make the person an “employee” if all other factors
point to an independent contractor relationship. An employer is
civilly liable to a third person for injury or damage caused by a
negligent act of an employee when committed within the scope of
his employment. It is a general rule that an employer is not liable for
the torts of an independent contractor or assistants over whom the
employer reserves no control and direction of the work. Thus, if an
individual is specifically covered by the employer’s liability
insurance, it is an indication that the individual is an employee
rather than an independent contractor.



Whether the employer supplies uniforms, equipment or tools

An employer normally furnishes employees with tools, supplies,

materials and other equipment. An independent contractor is
usually required to be equipped with tools and supply materials.



Whether the work is full-time or part-time

An employee may be required to work or be available full-time. This
indicates control by the employer. An independent contractor can
work when, and for whom, he chooses. An independent contractor
is generally free to provide services to two or more unrelated
entities at the same time. Also, independent contractors or
subcontractors are often hired for a specific time period.



IRS standards

The IRS requires employers to withhold income, social security and
Medicare taxes for wages paid to employees. In addition, an
employer is required to pay unemployment and worker’s
compensation taxes on these wages. An employer is also required to
file a W-2 form with the IRS for each employee.
An employer does not withhold income tax, social security or
Medicare taxes or pay unemployment and worker’s compensation
taxes on payment to independent contractors. In addition,
employers must issue and file a 1009 form with the IRS for amounts
over $600 paid to an independent contractor.
The filing of a 1099 form is only one indication of an employee’s
status and must be considered along with all other factors. On the
other hand, the filing of a W-2 form is probably sufficient evidence
to establish if an employer-employee relationship exists. 

TUNE into The FALI Network Channel!
The FALI Network is the video channel for FALI. You will find quick and easy-to-follow tips
on using our website at fali.org; information about FALI sponsored programs; investigator
tips and tricks; product and service reviews; legislative and regulatory information and
professional development programs. Visit: www.youtube.com/FALINetwork
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Join. Browse. Save Today!
We are excited to introduce our new Member Rewards program available to you as a member of Florida Association of Licensed
Investigators! To join, log in and click on the Member Rewards link
from your profile menu.
Designed to provide exclusive offers to our members, the new Member
Rewards program gives you immediate access to THOUSANDS of
discounts from a wide variety of exciting companies like AMC
Theatres, Sprint, Walt Disney World, Red Lobster, 1-800-Flowers,
Macy's and many more.
Join now, browse great deals, and start saving today! PLUS, a portion
of proceeds will benefit our organization. Thank you for your support...
and happy savings. Offers and discounts from thousands of partners
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Area Meeting Updates

What’s Happening in Your Area?

NEW RETURNING BI-MONTHLY COLUMN!
FALI Area meetings offer members a chance to meet in
person, network, and learn a thing or two from the guest
speakers that the Area Directors (ADs) work hard to recruit
to speak on topics that are relevant to our members.
Guests are always welcome. Meetings are announced by
the ADs through their area contact lists, and posted on the
FALI website. If you are not receiving notifications of
meetings, please send an email to both your AD and
admin@fali-org to make sure you are on the correct
notification list. Here are some of the things that have
happened around the State over the last few months:

Northeast Florida Area - Jacksonville/
St Augustine, Kimberly Campbell, AD
Meetings are held the second Monday of every month and
alternating between Jacksonville and St. Augustine. The St.
Augustine meetings were originally held at TGI Friday’s but
the restaurant recently closed leaving Kimberly scrambling
for a location. Two different temporary locations worked in a
pinch but she would appreciate suggestions for a new
permanent meeting place in St. Augustine. A free private
room is a must. If it has a restaurant that is a plus and that
is how the venue will earn its money. The August meeting
in St. Augustine featured Ben Henderson from Fine
Tooth Comb Investigations. Ben has a very strong
background in Information Security and has worked
extensively in the Telecommunications, Finance and
Defense industries. He discussed how the threat landscape
is ever-changing and how year after year, the statistics
grow in favor of the attacker, showing the capabilities,
resources and determination that continues to grow on the
attacker’s behalf. The September meeting in Jacksonville
featured Jim Fischer, CPA of Fischer & Associates
Accounting. Jim discussed tax deductions, employee vs.
contractor, what deductions may raise red flags with the
IRS, what to do should you get audited, and other tax
topics.

Tampa Bay Area - Wayne Taylor, AD
Meetings are held the last Tuesday of every month at TGI
Friday’s on Fowler Avenue in North Tampa. These
meetings pull attendees from many of the counties within,
and surrounding, Tampa Bay. The August meeting was
supposed to be a presentation by the Clearwater/Tampa
Bay Area Task Force on Human Trafficking. At the last
minute the speaker had to cancel due to a sting operation.
Since there were a number of potential new members, and
others looking for internships, the focus turned into an
intern roundtable. Interns were able to ask questions, and
discuss marketing themselves to agency owners and obtain
a unique insight to the expectations of agency owners

during the internship process and period. The experienced
C licensees shared the Dos and Don’ts with those looking
to break into the field. The September meeting will be a
presentation by Laura Plum, CPA. A discussion will occur
discussing your small business and possible tax deductions
you may claim for your business or as a PI working for an
Investigative Agency.

Orlando Area - Ollie Phipps, AD
Meetings are held the last Tuesday of the month. The
speakers for the July meeting were Attorney Diana Tennis
and Judge Scott Polodna. They gave an informative
presentation with guidance on how to better conduct
investigations, collect evidence, liaise with attorneys, testify
and much more. . . The August meeting featured Attorney
Jenny Kim Sullivan, from Gray Robinson’s Orlando
office, who discussed investigations in support of family
law cases including alimony, child support, custody/time
sharing, neglect and abuse. Ollie has speakers lined up
through the spring but right now needs help in finding a new
location for meetings. The meetings have been held for
quite some time at the Best Western Hotel in Winter Park,
an excellent central location. The hotel is being sold so
Ollie is looking for suggestions for another venue to
host meetings. A free private room is a must. If it has a
restaurant that is a plus and that is how the venue will earn
its money.

Southwest Florida/Fort Myers Area Walt Zalisko, AD
Meetings are held at the Embassy Suites hotel in Estero. At
the June attendees participated in a roundtable discussion.
The next meeting will welcome Gary Van Kleck from the
Florida Department of Agriculture & Consumer
Services Division of Licensing Punta Gorda Regional
Office. Gary will discuss current issues pertaining to the
Private Investigator industry and cover important parts of
FS493. There will also be a question and answer period.
Future meetings will include speakers from the Public
Defender’s Office, investigators who specialize in particular
areas, private attorneys and business owners.

Tallahassee/Pan Handle Area - Ric Feld, AD
This area covers a very broad area. At this year’s Annual
Conference several members from the Pensacola area
(Continued on page 9)
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(Continued from page 8)

expressed an interest in increasing participation. FALI members
Jerry Bloechle with Know More Investigations in Milton, FL has
taken up the mantle and is setting up luncheon meetings in the
Pensacola Area. The first meeting was held on Thursday,
September 11th at the Blackwater Bistro in Milton. There were 9
people in attendance, most of who are members, but those who
aren’t are interested in getting involved. They discussed the
benefits of FALI membership and the mutual interest in networking
activities. The meeting went on for more than 90 minutes and was
very well received and generated a lot of positive comments toward
continued involvement from all those involved. They agreed to meet
in October as well and expect a larger turnout.

Palm Beach Area - Alan Moffatt, AD
Meetings are held the 3rd Tuesday of the month at the Tall Tales
Restaurant located within the Gander Mountain store in Palm
Beach Gardens. Past speakers have included: a small business
banker discussing the importance of having a banker/business
relationship, an accounting firm presenting ideas for setting up
accounting practices for small businesses and tax issues facing
small businesses, and an interview presentation by Reggie
Montgomery. . .on September 16th the area served as host for the
FALI BootCamp for the second consecutive year at Tall Tales. After
this full day presentation the monthly Area meeting was held in the
same location featuring FALI president, Tim O’Rourke giving an
update on FALI today, and what is planned for the future.

Southeast Florida/Broward-Dade Area Jan Rutter (Outgoing) and Michael Cole (New) AD
The biggest challenge for this area has been finding a location that
is relatively accessible from attendees coming from all parts of the
area. After an extension search a wonderful new location has been
found, the Marriott Courtyard in Dania Beach off or I-95. The TriRail stops by the main entrance making it perfect for people coming
from the north or south. The conference room is free in exchange
for the business the group brings to the Bistro/Bar located in the
lobby. Several months ago Jan Rutter announced that she would
need to step down as AD and would like to turn the reigns over to
another member. She explained the great benefits taking on such a
role can afford. Her challenge was met by Michael Cole. Just
before the July meeting was going to be announced the speaker
had to cancel. The meeting was rescheduled for August 7th when
FALI president, Tim O’Rourke presented the “FALI State of the
Union.” Michael was officially introduced as AD and Jan was
honored with a surprise party after the meeting to thank her for her
years of service as AD. Jan was completely surprised and made it
clear that she is still a FALI member and looks forward to upcoming
meetings and conferences.

Affiliated Association Conferences & Industry Meetings
The National Council of Investigation
and Security Services (NCISS) will hold

their annual Hit The Hill in Washington
DC April 11 through 15, 2015.
www.nciss.org

Texas
Asso ciation
of
Licensed
Investigators (TALI) invites you to join us at
our 2015 Midwinter Conference which will be
held at the Sheraton Arlington Hotel February
10th to 12th. www.tali.org

The First
Am endment
Foundation
seminars are
coming up this month beginning
in Pensacola (10/8), Tallahassee
(10/10), Ocala (10/14), Orlando
(10/15), Deerfield Beach (10/17), Naples (10/20), Tampa (10/22),
Jacksonville (10/27). For more info visit, www.floridafaf.org

California
Association
of Licensed
Investigator (CALI) has over 1500 members,
and is the largest private investigator association
in the world. We are proud that they are part of
our Big 3. More info www.cali-pi.org
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Terrorism Investigations
Part 1 of 3
Editor’s Note: The following article is part one of a 3part series from Chapter 10 of the book: Practical
Handbook for Professional Investigators, 3rd Edition
CRC Press, July, 2013 written by Rory J McMahon,
CLI, CFE, CCDI of McMahon & Associates. This
chapter was contributed by Douglas K. Haas.

Terrorism Defined & Types of Terrorism

Feature Submission

I. Terrorism Defined:
Terrorism is not a new phenomenon. Its
use as a tactic dates back to 56 AD with a Zealot
group fighting the Romans culminating with the
Zealots mass suicide at the fabled Fortress at
Masada.
Its modern day adherents have taken on many
forms making it difficult to come up with a
definition that suits all needs for governments
and law enforcement entities. For the purpose of
this chapter, two definitions will be used. One
originated by the Federal Bureau of Investigation
as found in the US code of Federal Regulations
and the other used by academicians who had
studied terrorism years before it became national
phenomena after the September 11, 2001 attacks
on New York, Washington and Pennsylvania.
Terrorism as defined by the FBI:
The unlawful use or threatened use of
force or violence by a group or individual based
and operating entirely within the United States or
Puerto Rico without foreign direction committed
against persons or property to intimidate or
coerce a government the civilian population or
any segment thereof in furtherance of political or
social objectives.
International terrorism involves violent acts or
acts dangerous to human life that are a violation
of the criminal laws of the United States or any
state or that would be a criminal violation if
committed within the jurisdiction of the United
States or any State.
These acts appear to be intended to intimidate or
coerce a civilian
population influence the
policy of a government by intimidating or
coercion or affect the conduct of a government by
assassination or kidnapping.

International terrorist acts occur outside the
United States or transcend national boundaries in
terms of the means by which they are
accomplished, the person they appear intended to
coerce or intimidate, or the locale in which their
perpetrators operate or seek asylum.
Common definition:
Terrorism is the threat or use of force to
bring about change. The change is political in
nature. Terrorism in a TACTIC used to bring
about that political change.
The first definition used by the FBI and some
states is used in the belief that terrorists violate
criminal statutes to foment their violent acts,
therefore, they should be prosecuted under those
statutes.
The second definition recognizes that terrorists,
although violent, view their activities as political
in nature therefore justifiable in their viewpoint
of warfare. One man’s terrorist is another man’s
freedom fighter.
These are important distinctions if the
investigator is dealing with a client who has been
arrested for terrorist related charges. Most people
accused of terrorism do not view themselves as
murderers or common criminals. They view
themselves as soldiers and oftentimes martyrs to
a cause.
II. Types of terrorism:
A. State sponsored terrorism.
Terrorist acts generated by a host state against
targets outside that state using surrogate
terrorists or their own trained operatives. An
example of this would be Libya president using
his agents to bomb a Pan Am flight over the sky’s
of Lockerbie Scotland. Iran has been accused of
sponsoring terrorism against Israel using
surrogates such as Hezbollah.
B. Violent Global Jihadist.
There are a number of Jihadist groups around the
world. The primary one
being Al Qaida
(Continued on page 11)
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which was responsible for the 9/11 attacks on the US.
The problem in combating Al Qaida is that it is a
stateless organization which resides in several countries
around the world. In some countries it is welcomed and
others it is not. Cells can be found in the Pacific region
and the Middle East.
Their goal is to bring about the return of the Caliphate so
ISLAM can rule the world.
C. Domestic terrorist:
Individuals or groups operating within the borders of the
United States or Puerto Rico without the direction from a
foreign nation. These groups are
often referred to as
Extremist Groups the most common are:
1.
2.

ALF. Animal Liberation Front.
ELF. Environmental Liberation Front

These two groups mostly target businesses,
governmental
facilities,
research
centers
and
universities. They have made some threats against some
scientist and college professors.
3. White Supremacist. These groups are composed of
mostly individuals who believe that white AngloSaxon descendants are superior. Historically they
have targeted Negro’s and people of the Jewish faith.
They consider Jews to be evil and must be
exterminated. Most of these
organizations
historically felt that they must live separate from
Negro’s but hold a special hatred for Jews and people
of mixed races being married.
Because of aggressive infiltration and prosecution by law
enforcement, these groups splintered to smaller groups
to prevent infiltration. Some cells are as small as 2
people and are encouraged to act on their own against
those they consider to be the enemy. The appearance of
a group called PHINEAS PREIEST, is an example of
this. These people are violently against the mixing of the
races (Miscegenation) and have been responsible for
several attacks in the United States.
Some American Militia groups have also been accused of
extremist activity.
4. Anti-abortion. These groups consist of
people who are mostly peaceful. They advocate a stop to
abortion on demand and will picket abortion clinics.
Historically, there have been fringe members who feel it
justifiable to bomb abortion clinics and even murder
doctors. Law enforcement has had problems stopping

these fringe elements because the bombers or shooters
usually act alone or in concert with one or two others.
5. Identity movements. Caucasians (AKA
White Supremacist) and African Americans. The African
American identity movement sometimes called Black
Nationalist, support African superiority and a hatred for
Jews. Their goals are similar to White Supremacist
except for their racial identity.
6. Lone wolf problem. Fringe followers who do
not join groups but act alone on propaganda learned
from larger groups.
7. Some Tax protesters.
______________________________________
Next Issue: Government
Approach,
Tactics
and
Entrapment
About the Author:
Mr. Haas enjoyed a 29 year
career as Law enforcement
professional. He retired as a
Captain of Detectives from the
Fort
Lauderdale
Police
Department. During his tenure
with the Fort Lauderdale Police
Department he served in various
investigative and administrative
positions. He was a Homicide
detective for several years,
supervisor of a surveillance team and intelligence supervisor.
For 10 years he was the Director of a Federal, State and local
Organized Crime Task Force specializing in identifying,
arresting and prosecuting organized crime groups operating
or having impact on the South Florida area. He then was
offered a position with the Broward County Sheriff’s Office as
a Lt. Colonel / Director of the Department of Organized
Crime.
Mr. Haas was a board member of an international
organization of Law Enforcement executives dedicated to
sharing intelligence and methods of operations concerning
organized crime and terrorism. Mr. Haas is an on air
personality and Terrorism Consultant for WSVN news in
South Florida and Boston MA. He has appeared on 20/20, 60
minutes and NBC News.
In 1996, following his retirement from
Law Enforcement, he joined McMahon &
Associates Detective Division, where he
was
the
Chief
Investigator.
He
subsequently worked as an in house
Investigator for law firms in Miami and
Broward County.
Photo: Rory McMahon
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What Your Membership Made Possible
From FALI President, Tim O’Rourke
FALI 2014

FALI 2011





Development of Professional Membership Certificates and
admin paperwork



2011 Conference w/National Speakers and Guest Speaker Pam
Bondi Florida AG with Keynote Robert O’Neill, United States
Attorney (MDF)



Conducted two-free Educational Dinners



Continued monitoring of National and Florida Legislation



FaceBook Page created for members

Proposed to DOL the removal of Class “A” Private Investigations
physical address from DOL website. Proposal accepted and
now you may send a written request to have this information
removed from site.



Proposed legislative addition of caliber expansion to include .40
and 45 ACP which passed and became law on July 1st 2014



Our 20th anniversary was this year and we had Dr. Henry Lee
back as a keynote speaker and conducted another successful
conference with 228 attendees



Recognized first recipients of Certified Milestone Membership
at annual Awards Banquet



Scheduled BootCamp in Feb and Sept of 2014 along with FALI
“U” w/ Kevin Ripa

FALI 2010


Passage of Window Tint Exemption for Agency & PIs



Continued Area Meetings throughout the State of Florida





Every Executive Board and Area Director position is filled for
2014-15

New FALI Website was launched providing more features for
members to customize their individual profile 24/7



Consistent FALI Forum Publications/Online digital archive of
Forums since 1996



Creation of the FALI E-Alert, to keep members up-to-date and
carry digital FALI Forum



Improved Area Meetings in Central & South Florida



Continued monitoring of National and Florida Legislation



Continue monitoring of National and Florida Legislation

FALI 2013


Passage of Increased Penalties for Unlicensed Investigative
Activity (misdemeanor first offense, to third-degree felony with up to
$10,000 civil penalty on second offense)



Launch of FALI BootCamp for New Investigators and Agencies



2013 Conference Special Guests: Cynthia Hetherington, Kevin
Ripa and more



New Constitution and Bylaws go into affect after general
meeting on May 17th.



Every Executive Board and Area Director position is filled for
2013-14

This year FALI proposed and passed legislation and worked with the
DOL on several projects. More FALI BootCamps and FALI "U"
training days were proposed and sponsored. Area Meetings
continue to grow in attendance and we hope all of our members
who attended the FALI Conference enjoyed all of the education,
networking and surprises. Keep an eye on the "Calendar and News"
section on the website to stay up to date.



Continue monitoring of National and Florida Legislation

Other exciting benefits:



Launch of Certified Milestone Members Program to recognize
“5, 10, 15 and 20” years of continuous membersip

















FALI 2012


2012 Conference draws national speakers, Dr. Henry Lee,
Michelle Stuart and more



Revised Constitution and By-Laws voted on by membership
during business meeting



Conducted two-free Educational Dinners



Continued monitoring of National and Florida Legislation

Member Benefits 2014

Year Round Legislative and Regulatory Representation
FALI BootCamp for new investigators and agency owners
FALI "U" for experienced PIs and agency owners
The Big 3 Association Partnership (CALI, TALI and FALI)
The FALI Forum Publication going back to 1996 (must be logged-in)
The FALI E-Alert; a quick summary of news and events
Access to complete FALI Member Profiles (must be logged-in)
Access to our Digital Library (must be logged-in)
Educational Regional Seminars
Annual Professional Development Conference
Continuing Education Unit (CEUs) classes
Statewide Meeting & Networking Opportunities
Leadership Opportunities
Online Member Profile: that you can manage and update
Referral Programs
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Evidence Photography

Column by Sanford “Sandy” Weiss, Forensic Photographer

(Editor’s Note: Each issue we will discuss a different ingredient in the art and science of photography)
Where there is contrast, there will of course be, by definition,
some ratio between the lightest and the darkest areas of the
The images brought back from an event are the most important subject brightness range and, if everything goes properly in
documentation. What makes an image?
the capture process, the result will be an exposed image.
Perception of the Image

Photography Science

By definition, an axiom is a premise or starting point of
reasoning – a premise so evident, as to be accepted as true
without controversy. (iv) Every technology has its own set of
axioms. The PRIME axiom in photography should be, that:

The subject brightness range is always going to be a variable
quantity. As the time of day changes, so does the illumination.
The ratio between the largest and smallest possible
values of the variable quantity in illumination is termed the
Dynamic range (DR). DR is measured as a numeric ratio, and
When making a photograph, there must always be a certain normally expressed as a base 10 logarithm. (v)
degree of inherent visual contrast in the subject that will in
some way then be used to create a representational image of ________________________________________
that subject.
iv Axiom ‐ is a proposition that commends itself to general
Without the existence of
acceptance; a well‐established or universally conceded
contrast there is no
principle; a maxim, rule, law. Axiom ‐ n. definition 1a ‐ Oxford
practical purpose in
English Dictionary Online, accessed 2013‐08‐01.
attempting to capture an
image of anything in the
first place. Some things
v A common logarithm is a logarithm with base 10. It is also
are quite uncommon in
called a decimal logarithm. It is indicated by log10(x), or Log(x)
nature. A naturally
always with a capital L. On hand‐held calculators it is usually
occurring, truly straight
demarcated "log", but in serious mathematics, "log" means a
line is one of the rarest.
natural logarithm rather than a common logarithm. To mitigate
After that, one does not
often find a scene or an object that has just one brightness value any possible ambiguity, the ISO specification has been settled
- black, gray, white, or any other color. Even a field of freshly upon, by definition that log10(x) should be written lg (x) and
fallen snow, undamaged by the footsteps of man or beast, will loge(x) should be written ln (x).
usually include an occasional highlight or shadow, a windblown
leaf, a dip or rise to reflect the light. The side of a white
porcelain refrigerator will usually include somewhere a speck of
dust or a fingerprint, some flaw in the base metal or porcelain x Changing Photography, Photographic Vision and the Digital
application. The blackness of night is usually softened by Revolution, School of Photography and Film, Göteborg
starlight or the reflections from the lamps of civilization off the University, Göteborg, Sweden page 12
inside of the clouds. The inside of a closed closet is not truly
black – it just exhibits a lack of illumination.
Capture of the Image
When using any type of camera to
capture the image of a subject, any
subject, the photographer is
actually capturing en-media a
graphic representation of the
inherent visual contrast of that
subject, not physically gathering in
somehow the object or scene itself.
Even when utilizing the most modern
of 3-D technologies, as long as the
energy-representation documented to
make the image of the subject is some
wavelength of light and not another
commonly used energy form like heat,
laser, etc, without the subject contrast from light to dark
exhibited within the actual range capture capabilities of the
capture device, collecting images is not possible. In other words,
without the existence of light in some degree and the inherent
contrast it creates, there will not be any captured images no
matter how long the camera shutter remains open or how
sensitive its sensor.

(Next Issue: Image Histograms)

About the Author: Sanford L. Weiss,
BCEP, is an Evidence Photographer’s
International Council (EPIC) Board
Certified Evidence Photographer, and a
retired Illinois State licensed private
detective (#115-001807). He worked at
Packer Engineering, Inc., in Naperville,
Illinois, for over 29 years documenting
artifacts and scenes of hundreds of
investigations and vision studies. Sandy
received awards from R.C. Hakanson
(2003), Nikon Evidence Photographer of
the Year Award (2005) and the Nikon
Therefore, following the premise of the prime photographic Lifetime Achievement Award (2006).
axiom:
Where there is light there will be contrast.
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FALI Board of Directors 2014-2015
Executive Board

ORLANDO REGION













Tim O’Rourke
President
T: (727) 463-3515
president@fali.org
John P “Jack” Belich
Vice President
T: (877) 724-9253
jbelich@jbelich.com
Terry Roffler
Secretary )
T: (813) 892-5966
roffler@att.net

TALLAHASSEE REGION

Includes:
Bay• Calhoun • Escambia • Franklin •
Gadsden• Gulf• Holmes• Jackson•
Jefferson• Leon• Liberty• Madison•
Okaloosa• Santa Rosa• Taylor•
Wakulla• Walton• Washington•

Heather Fredericks
Treasurer
T: (863) 603-7843
usarecoveryinc@hotmail.com

Area Director:
Ric Field
T:850 807-7100
Ric@RicField.com

Area Directors
TAMPA BAY REGION

JACKSONVILLE REGION

Includes:
Citrus • Hernando • Hillsborough •
Manatee• Pasco• Pinellas• Polk• Sumter

Area Director:
Wayne Taylor
T: (813) 658-3373
wtaylor@eks-security.com

President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer
Tampa Region
Tallahassee Region
Jacksonville Region
Orlando Region
Fort Myers Region
Palm Beach Region
Broward/Dade Region

Includes:
Alachua• Baker• Bradford• Clay•
Columbia• Dixie• Duval• Flagler•
Gilchrist• Hamilton• Lafayette• Levy•
Marion• Nassau• Putnam• St. Johns•
Suwannee • Union •

Area Director:
Kimberly Campbell
T: (904) 230-1331
Kimberly@crosspi.com

Includes:
Brevard • Lake • Orange• Osceola•
Seminole• Sumter• Volusia•

Area Director:
Oliver “Ollie” Phipps
T: (407) 273-6646
Ollie@averyprivateeye.com

FORT MYERS REGION

Includes:
Charlotte• Collier• DeSoto• Glades•
Hardee• Hendry• Highlands• Lee•

Area Director:
Walt Zalisko
T: (855) 444-7448
globalpi@comcast.net

PALM BEACH REGION

Includes:
Indian River• Martin• Okeechobee•
Palm Beach• Saint Lucie•

Area Director:
Alan Moffatt
T: (561) 348-4387
alanmoffatt@themoffattgroup.com
BROWARD/DADE REGION
Includes:
Broward • Dade • Monroe

Area Director:
Michael Cole
T: (305) 308-7008
mrc0043@comcast.net

Sharing Information Member-to-Member
Editor’s Note: This new column is an added resource for members. If you have a non-commercial
link that may be of beneficial use for investigative purposes, please send to editor@fali.com
Links to Official FALI Social Media Pages

If you have beneficial member
to member information to
share, send to Editor@fali.com

FALI Official LinkedIn Page:
https://www.linkedin.com/company/florida-association-of-licensed-investigators

License Stats as of 8/31/2014
Private Investigators “C”
PI Interns “CC”

PI Agencies “A”
PI Agency Branch “AA”
Statewide Firearm Lic “G”

7,807
1,640

2,776
28
24,790

FALI Official YouTube Channel
https://www.youtube.com/FALINetwork

PIRSAC MEETING NOTICE: TBA
Private Investigation, Recovery, and
Secu rity A dvis or y Coun cil is
composed of 11 members who serve a
four year term and meets at least four
times a year in accordance with
Chapter 493.6104, Florida Statutes.

FALI Official Facebook Page
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Florida-Association-of-Licensed-InvestigatorsFALI/113799788661921
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Boot Camp, Then and Now
The term “Boot Camp” meant
something altogether different
back in the 60’s when I arrived
at MCRD (Marine Corps
Recruit Depot) in San Diego,
CA. than it did at the Tall Tales
Lodge Room in Palm Beach
Gardens, FL on Tuesday,
September 16, 2014. Back
then I was greeted by chaos
and some extremely intense
drill instructors shouting at a
volume way beyond what was
needed to be heard. The FALI Boot Camp, hosted by the
FALI Palm Beach Region, I hope, was not quite the same
experience for the forty or so attendees who gathered to
learn about FALI, and the private investigation industry
in Florida.
The day began with a welcome breakfast buffet provided
by members of the FALI Palm Beach Region. I have to
say, this buffet was far more appetizing than my first,
and many subsequent trips, to the chow hall with the
Marines. Those in attendance had a chance to get to
know some of the investigators who were also attending
from other parts of the state. The morning session
began with FALI President Tim O’Rourke and me
welcoming everyone to the region and to the second
consecutive year that the boot camp was being held at
the Palm Beach Gardens venue. Tim kicked off the
morning session which included an explanation of
Florida Statute, Chapter 493, the state of the industry,
an introduction to and an update on FALI. Then it was
time for lunch.
The Tall Tales Restaurant again topped the chow hall at
my Marine Corps boot camp. A great lunch was served,
sponsored by FALI. The networking that took place
during the noon lunch break was amazing. Table after
table of investigators were buzzing.
I had the
opportunity to stop and chat briefly with everyone and
felt almost guilty that I was interrupting the
conversations and network building that was happening.

by Alan Moffat
Before we knew it we were back at it for the afternoon
session with Rory McMahon, author, investigator and all
around “good guy”. Rory filled the afternoon with
information regarding what it takes to succeed in the
world of the private investigator. He covered ethics and
standards of the industry as well as a myriad of topics to
provide newer investigators with a sense of where and
how to pick the investigative niche for which they are
best suited. A representative of IRB Search concluded
the day, explaining the Graham, Leech, Bliley Act. GLB
as it is called is the regulation which sets the standards
for dissemination of information retrieved through
commercial and financial data sources.
The end of boot camp came with enthusiastic comments
being made by an overwhelming majority of the
attendees. Comments from, “This is a great way to
introduce the industry and FALI,” to “I didn’t know that
there was this much information available for us,” to “Is
there going to be dinner too?” These comments gave
light to the undeniable worth of this event. As proud as I
am of the tradition and standards which were long ago
impressed upon me in that other boot camp, I am
equally proud to be a member of FALI and its efforts
through the Boot Camps, FALI U, Annual Conferences,
and our legislative efforts to elevate and maintain the
standards of the private investigations industry here in
Florida and throughout our country. Kudos to Tim,
Rory and to all of the attendees for making this another
successful FALI event.
-Semper Fi / Moffatt Out

______________________________________
Alan Moffat is a Palm Beach Area Director, and works
as the Director of Training and Curriculum
Development at North County Tactical, LLC Training
Center, providing instruction in the "D" Security Officer
License curriculum as well as instruction in the "G"
Statewide Firearms License Course.
The Moffatt
Group, Private Investigations, Inc. Class C-1000097
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DID YOU KNOW?

According to the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act
(PPACA) legislation, if you have 100 or more full-time eligible
employees, you must offer your employees PPACA compliant
programs for 2015 by October 1st, 2014.
If you don't have any plan in place, average estimated penalties
to an employer will be $2,400 per employee per year. "In
addition to fines, your firm will potentially be subject to a
Department of Labor “Wage & Hour” audit. All findings by
the D.O.L. are also shared with the I.R.S. where potential
further punitive action could occur" according to a recent news
release from FALI Supporter and Vendor, El Dorado Insurance
Agency Vice (EDIA) President Josh Ring.

For further details contact your insurance agent or
El Dorado Insurance Agency, Inc.
713-980-1192

Learn about

FALI LOGO
USAGE GUIDELINES
Visit Website
Or Email: Admin@fali.org
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MEMBERS IN THE NEWS
On July 20th, Al Jazeera's Investigative Unit aired a documentary about
the “shadowy world of FBI informants and counterterrorism sting
operations.” The film description continues, “...following the 9/11
attacks, the FBI set about to recruit a network of more than 15,000
informants. Al Jazeera's investigative film tells the stories of three paid
FBI informants who posed as Muslims as they searched for people
interested in joining violent plots concocted by the FBI.”
Rory J. McMahon
Ft. Lauderdale Area
Private Investigator
#C-90000809

Fort Lauderdale
Tel: (954) 341-2001

We ask all Members
to submit something
to the editor!
Send to
Editor@fali.org

FALI Member, Rory McMahon, an investigator for the defense, was
interviewed in the documentary about his work in the Liberty City 7 case
involving alleged Al Qaeda terrorists.
“The Liberty City 7 case was the first historic one where it got a lot of
national attention,” he said. “They [the FBI] were able to ultimately
succeed so that emboldened them, now they can manufacture cases and then announce to the
world, ‘We just saved you from this group.’ ”
He also told Al Jazeera the case emboldened the FBI to continue its campaign of undercover
counterterrorism stings. “Elie Assaad knows how to make a livelihood out of providing
information to the government that the government wants to hear. Not necessarily truthful
information. The truth is negotiable,” says Rory McMahon, a private investigator who worked
on one of the cases closed by Assaad.
For more info about the Interactive Documentary: Informants visit http://aje.me/informants

Dean A. Beers, CLI, CCDI was recently honored by the National
Association of Legal Investigators with their Anthony Golec Editor /
Publisher Award for his article - Bruises and Soft Tissue Injuries.

Dean A. Beers
Out of State Member
Private Investigator
Colorado #PI-503

Fort Collins, CO
Tel: (970) 480-7793

View the article online by visiting the case details online at:
http://www.deathcasereview.com/uploads/8/7/3/8/8738199/nali__bruises_and_soft_tissue_injuries_01172014_tli.pdf
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Paid or Unpaid Intern?
Written by Caila Daziel
There has been a lot of chatter recently on the FALI
Listserv regarding how CC interns should be paid and if
they should be paid at all. There was a question on the
Listserv from South Florida that expressed concerns that
private investigation agencies charging CC interns for
their internship. The person posting then question asked
if it was normal for private investigation agencies to
charge CC interns for their internship. That question took
this long-term debate to a whole new level.
The experienced investigators that responded on the
Listserv, and those in Area 1 who at their August meeting
had a roundtable between Cs and potential CCs, came to
the conclusion that the practice of charging interns for
their service is both unethical and illegal. This conclusion
warranted further research into the standards set by
Department of Labor regarding lawful and unlawful
employment standards.
The Fair Labor Standards Act, as interpreted by the
Supreme Court, provides criteria for what is and is not
legal regarding payment for internships.
Six criteria must be applied when determining if an
internship can be unpaid:
1. The internship, even though it includes actual
operation of the facilities of the employer, is similar to
training which would be given in an educational
environment;
2. The internship experience is for the benefit of the
intern;

NEW COLUMN ”CC Corner”
According to the Fair Labor Standards Act, in the forprofit world, the more an internship is used to benefit the
employer, and the employee performs productive work,
the more likely it is that the intern is an employee and
therefore entitled to be paid properly. The more a forprofit employer structures an unpaid internship program
around a classroom or academic experience as opposed to
the employer’s actual operations, the less likely the
internship will be viewed as employment.
Interns in the “for-profit” private sector who
employees rather than trainees typically must
least the federal minimum wage and
compensation for hours worked beyond
workweek.

qualify as
be paid at
overtime
40 in a

To summarize, if a CC intern is replacing another
investigator and is not working in a training capacity then
they are considered employees, not interns. If the CC
intern accompanies the paid employee in a training
capacity, they do not have to be paid. If the CC internship
is structured around an education and training program,
then the CC intern can be treated as an intern and is not
required to be paid.
Calling all CC Interns! If you have questions, please
email me with any you would like answered or discussed!

Ms. Caila E. Daziel is a CC in Area 1 Tampa and can be reached by
email at cdaziel@eks-security.com

3. The intern does not displace regular employees, but
works under close supervision of existing staff;
4. The employer that provides the training derives no
immediate advantage from the activities of the intern; and
on occasion its operations may actually be impeded;
5. The intern is not necessarily entitled to a job at the
conclusion
of
the
internship;
and
6. The employer and the intern understand that the
intern is not entitled to wages for the time spent in the
internship.

Editor’s Notice: We are still waiting on an official DOL
interpretation relating to this topic. Comments, please
email: Editor@Fali.org

FALI Notice: Technically an intern doesn't have to be
paid under those conditions but FALI would caution anyone
about committing to this sort of arrangement and It would
be extremely difficult for someone to have a unpaid intern
for any length of time if they were really adhering tothe
six qualifications.
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Editor’s Café

FORUM

**3 Cheers for FALI-U**

Publication Committee:

Kathryn McMillan
Editor
T: (386) 761-5540
E: editor@fali.com



Got Comments?



Got Corrections?



Got News?



Got Suggestions?

Submission Guidelines
Read Page 2
Newsletter Team:
Kathryn McMillan (Editor)
Caila Daziel (Editorial Asst)
Brian Kraft (Illustrator)

I attended my first FALI university class of 2014 last month when the
“don’t-miss-his-presentation” man himself, Kevin J. Ripa, spoke to a
group of about fifty members about Cyber Computer and Cellular
Investigations. I left that meeting not only feeling reconnected with my
FALI friends and energized from meeting new colleagues, but I felt
empowered enough from what I learned to seriously consider starting a
FALI Cheerleading Squad to accompany this event.
If you haven’t heard of it, (FALI U) then obviously you don’t read the list
serv, website nor this newsletter. But if you are paying attention to your
association communications, and haven’t attended a seminar yet, you are
missing out on one of the best free benefits I think our current board of directors has
implemented in a long time!
Yeah, yeah. The name threw me off too when I first heard it, and every marketing bone in my
body was in postscript fear of negative backlash, but I am no longer disillusioned. FALI “U”
provides
“advanced,
targeted,
learning
opportunities
specifically
designed
for experienced investigative disciplines. Each FALI "U" program consists of a full day that will
include professional development, instruction, activities and discussions. The content is
designed so that you will have the skills and knowledge needed to provide a new service to your
clients, develop new business opportunities, or put into practice new strategies for your
organization.” And that my folks is worth my membership and the gas to get there. Rah-rah-rah!
About the Editor: Kathryn is a licensed PI at Evidence Video Investigations, Inc. #A2400305 specializing in
evidence documentation based in Daytona Beach serving Florida’s US1, A1A and Highway 40 Corridors.

Invest in Your
Newsletter!
Advertising Pages Sizes for FALI Forum Newsletter
and the FALI Membership Directory

Full Page
(7.5” x 10.”)
Half Page
$425/issue

(7.5” x 4.75”)
$275/issue

se
i
t
r
e
v
Ad re!
He

Busin
ess
Card
1/4 Page
(3.5” x
4.75”)

Email:
President@FALI.org

$175

Standard

$65

*Rate x6 issues
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Simple Curiosity
My wife and I were watching some TV show
the other nite where the wife hired a private detective to follow her husband and
see if he were in fact "cheating" on her. I
asked my wife if she would ever do that.
She said, "Well not so much to find out who
the other woman was, but to see if I could
find out what she saw in ya."

“Trust me ma’am, we are using all the resources
available to us to find your husband. Now, how
did you spell that name again?”
Illustrative Credit:: Brian Kraft is available as a freelance graphic artist to create your
logo and more contact him at bkraft@wideopenwest.com
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Connections

Submitted by Scott Wilson, Director of Sales, IRBsearch

Collaboration among investigators is nothing new. In an everconnected world, professional investigators are working
together to close cases and fulfill clients’ needs. The new
Connections network offered by IRBsearch provides an
impressive link between professionals.
Secure collaboration has never been easier inside of IRBfocus.
With tens of thousands of vetted professionals inside of IRB’s
Connections network, FALI members can search and contact
investigators around the country. Users can select expertise,
skills, and tools used to make it easier to connect. There’s even
an option for professional association, so FALI members can
show their membership. If you are an IRB user, make sure to
select FALI when setting up your profile, so others around the
country can see our strength!
The completely secure system also adds a feature-rich Message
Center that allows you to share information that is encrypted.
It’s safer than your email and more secure than a phone call.
You can send images, video, and documents via the Message

Center – and it’s all provided free of cost for IRBfocus
customers.
IRB continues to evolve by offering more products and services
designed exclusively for investigators. The company,
headquartered in Tallahassee, FL, continues to expand
IRBfocus as a search platform. Since IRBfocus launched in
February 2014, IRB has released new searches and reports,
export features, and business tools. Available in home offices, in
the field, and everywhere investigators go, IRBfocus is a handy
tool for any FALI member to have. As a leader in the data
industry, IRB cares about its clients with a search platform
designed with investigators in mind.
Not every investigator needs a skip-tracing tool every day.
However, every investigator needs a network of trusted
colleagues and friends. IRBfocus and the Connections network
provide the tool without boundaries. For more information
about Connections, visit IRB online at www.IRBsearch.com/
connections or call 1.800.447.2112.

SM

FL Agency

#A2400305








Alive & Well Checks
Evidence Photography
Hi-End Integrity Shopping
Missing Persons/Locates
Records Retrieval
Surveillance

“When Video Evidence Is Critical To Your Case!”
Call (386) 761-5540

FALI Library online NOW!

www.EvidenceVideo.INFO

***ADVERTISE***

PLACE YOUR
Business Card

HERE
Rates from $65/month
Email: Admin@fali.org
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FALI “U” with Kevin Ripa
45 licensed investigators and FALI members made
their way to Orlando with the intent of learning every
bit of information Kevin Ripa had to offer in an intense
8-hour FALI U on September 12th. Mr. Ripa covered
data security, cellular investigations, computer
investigations, computer and cellular activity, fringe
tricks and toys, as well as how to set up a cyber-unit. As
if that was not enough valuable information, Mr. Ripa
also debunked many popular myths about digital
forensics so investigators could tell the difference
between the truly qualified and the push-button
examiners. One of the many benefits of having such an
intelligent and experienced speaker like Kevin Ripa is
that his goal was to spread his knowledge on digital
forensics and not to hold anything back.
This FALI Cyber-Event was the second FALI U to be
offered to qualified members. In Fall of 2013, not one
but two industry experts presented in Cocoa Beach.
The morning session, Finding and Capturing Internet
Activity and the Art of Unmanned Surveillance, was
delivered by Johnston Blakley. The afternoon session
was presented by Brandon A. Perron, a licensed private
investigator, specializing in criminal defense
investigations.

Recap by Caila Daziel
worth the membership. FALI’s
goal with FALI U is to bring
quality industry experts, like
Mr. Ripa, to its members for
free and its only purpose is to
educate FALI members.
Benefits such as this is how FALI is reinvesting in its
members’ investment in FALI as an organization. the
members’ investment in FALI as an organization. FALI
U focuses on the members by planning sessions that
will make the members better, safer, and smarter
private investigators so that they can help more people.
FALI is committed to continuing education and helping
investigators improve their skills, professional
relationships and connections, and businesses.
FALI U is open to members that meet the prerequisite
of 3+ years of experience in investigations, or a related
field. Members that attend FALI U can receive
Continuing Education Units (CEUs) while participating
in the training opportunity. Non-members may attend
for a fee. 

Any member of FALI would attest to the fact that FALI
offers many benefits to its members throughout the
year. Even if a member does not attend meetings or
conferences, other benefits such as the Listserv are
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IS YOUR ONLINE/MEMBERSHIP FALI PROFILE UP-TO-DATE ???

NOTES
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
Save The Date May 2015
Keep YOUR information up to date online– Log In TODAY! www.FALI.org

Florida Association of Licensed Investigators
Post Office Box 2896
Dunedin, FL 34697
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